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Story of Jane’s progress to an independent woman capable of giving but receiving love and 

understanding her sense of self.  

Themes: independence, feminism, love 

I.e. evolution of Jane’s identity from child to mature woman and the role, interactions with female 

and male characters play in that 

First half (predominately) – female 

As Jane matures, her relationships with men mature.  

- John the Bully 

- Rochester the Deceiver/the Bigamist 

- St John – the idealist/the Missionary 

- Rochester – the more normal one to one relationship – the man – woman 

Jane and the Men in her life 

Imagined horrors 

 

Real horrors The maturing of her character 

 

Peacefulness, seemly 

Jane’s journey – is defined through reference to particular literature 

Isolation – ‘raw twilight… a heart saddened by [Bessie’s chidings]’ and fed by Berwick’s ‘History of 

British Birds’ – stark images – solitary churchyard, fiend pinning down on thief 

‘undeveloped understanding and imperfect feelings’ (pg.11) 

Hides from John Reed (pg. 14) ‘I was bewildered by the terror he inspired’ 

She is an isolated bird best by her own rough seas 

 

Mr Brocklehurst (pg. 41) She is to be taught ‘humility’ ‘the child’s Guide’ (pg. 42) (and needs to be), 

because her feelings are so pent up. She speaks in a ‘savage, high voice’ 

Her first victory, ‘alone in the field’ Her mind she describes as ‘alive, glancing, devouring’ (pg. 41) 

 

(pg. 70) Jane’s first quarter at Lowood ‘seemed an age, and not golden age... habituating herself to 

new rules…” [The savage is being ‘civilised’] 

(pg. 78) Mr Brocklehurst ‘the black, marble clergyman’ [NB no warmth] 
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(pg. 99) ‘my insignificant existence’ for 1
st

 10 years 

(pg. 141) First impression of Rochester ‘grim… god figured in the athlete sense of the turn… forced 

stiff bow…’ 

Effect on her: ‘quite disembarrassed’ (pg. 141) 

(pg. 147) Must know the drawings ‘swollen sea… [only] one gleam of light… drowned corpse…’ ‘polar 

winter sky…’ 

NB � Rochester and Jane: their relationship is stepped out in distinctive emotional stages. 

Rochester’s description ‘preciously grim… granite – hewn features’ 

(pg. 167) Rochester’s looking up. Her attachment grows – ‘his friendly frankness drew me to him… 

new interest added to life…’ (pg. 171) 

Rescue from the fire – 

(pg. 177) – ‘I’ve tossed on a buoyant but unquiet sea… bore [her] spirit… sense would resist 

delirium... too feverish to rest’ 

(Pg. 210) – ‘there was life everywhere’ 

Mason’s visit and her response (pg. 235) 

(Pg. 237) first real intimacy between Jane and Rochester. NB foreshadowing and the foreboding 

Their relationship grows. NB (pg. 243) Jane’s first realisation of crime in (the) mansion. 


